
Customer Service And The Real Estate Agent
STANDING OUT IN A GROWING MARKET



The purpose of this paper is to help educate real estate agents about providing 
top-notch customer service to differentiate themselves from their competitors. 
It explores why superior customer service is crucial in the current real estate 
market. Additionally, it offers the fundamentals that any realtor needs to provide 
customer service experiences that serve as foundations for strong relationships 
with current and potential clients.
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In a 2016 interview, the 
National Mortgage Professional 

Magazine quoted NAHB Chief 
Economist Robert Dietz 

as saying:
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This prognosis about the real 
estate industry is great news, 
especially for real estate agents. 
As a matter of fact, some 
forecasters believe the 
housing market is bound to get 
progressively more lucrative. 

However, while the growing 
market means more revenue 
potential for agents, it also 
means fiercer competition. As 
many former agents return 
to the market because of the 
growth, it becomes more and 
more imperative to find ways to 
stand out.

“Rising home sales, an improving 
economy and the fact that the HMI 
gauge measuring future sales 
expectations is running at an 
eight-month high are all positive 
factors indicating that the housing 
market should continue to move 
forward...”
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With detailed information about all inventory accessible via the 
internet, why should someone choose any particular agent?

With hundreds or even thousands of real estate agents within any 
particular area, why should sellers choose one agent over another to list 
their properties? What makes a buyer more comfortable with one agent 
compared to another? In order to win at this game, a realtor needs to 
provide positive and memorable interactions with both buyers and sellers.
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Being in tune with clients is now more important than ever. To be profitable in real 
estate, agents must be able to connect with all potential clients and create a bond of 
trust with them. All that must be done while also nurturing strong relationships with 
their existing clients. 

Without trust and solid relationships, most real estate agents won’t able to keep their 
businesses afloat in a competitive market.

When the housing market fell in 2008, many realtors moved on to other professions. 
But selling is a skill that needs constant honing, especially in real estate. If you’re among 
the agents that went on hiatus during the market crash, there’s a chance that your sales 
skills need sharpening. It’s possible that you have forgotten how to create positive, 
memorable impressions. Worse, you may no longer have the means to build solid 
relationships.

Separates Successful Agents From Others
AMAZING CUSTOMER SERVICE
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Also, technology has drastically changed the real estate market. 

The days of leaving flyers on poles are all but gone. Most listings are accessible 
online, complete with maps, photos, and video. Some of the videos are 
professionally made with narration and 360-degree views of the property. That can 
eliminate the need for buyers to reach out to agents until they’ve really narrowed 
down their searches.

While technology has made finding properties more efficient, it has an obvious 
downside. That is, agents now have fewer opportunities to interact directly with 
potential clients. Therefore, there are fewer opportunities to build relationships. That 
makes each interaction significantly more valuable than it used to be. 
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Customer Service Experiences
PROVIDING POSITIVE

How can a real estate agent provide positive and memorable customer service 
experiences? 

Be professional, but also friendly.

This suggestion seems obvious, but it’s easier to overlook than most agents realize. 
With the market growing, agents will have more listings and more appointments to keep. 
That brings about more paperwork and a more massive workload in general. The result? 
Less time to nurture relationships and more stress overall.

The problem is, clients won’t care about how busy or stressed you are. They only care 
about how you treat them and how well you can help them. You need to provide value at 
every interaction. If you answer a call or respond to an email in a hurried or curt manner, 
that could give clients a bad impression of you. Consequently, that could seriously hurt 
your business.

Your interactions with your clients should not only professional but also friendly. In a 
fiercely competitive market, this fundamental aspect of customer service makes a huge 
difference. It is absolutely crucial to have congenial and professional interactions with 
buyers, sellers, existing clients, and new leads every single time.



Communicate swiftly and clearly.

Currently, one of the most common customer service complaints is the lack of 
human touch. Technology has led to all sorts of automation that makes life easier 
for real estate agents. But, that has made it difficult for clients to reach actual 
company representatives. In many cases, the representatives they do reach are 
poor communicators.
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It’s bad enough when company representatives are difficult to reach. It’s even 
more frustrating when you’ve waited all that time, only to connect with someone 
who can’t communicate properly. 

For real estate agents, being available is imperative. But that’s not enough. You 
also need to answer questions and provide crucial information in a way that’s 
easy to understand. This applies to all forms of communication including phone 
calls, emails, and social media inquiries. 

If an agent takes too long to respond or if they are difficult to understand, clients 
can easily move on to another realtor.



Build solid relationships.

One of the best ways to grow any business is to build strong relationships. But, how 
are strong relationships built? 

The strongest relationships take time to build. It will take plenty of positive 
interactions before you have a valuable and lasting relationship with any of your 
clients. But, the best way to lay the foundations of a solid relationship is to be 
available. You need to be responsive, helpful, and professional in every way. 
Eventually, your clients will recognize that you are worth their trust as well as 
their business.

Being consistent as well as reliable are crucial aspects to building trust. That is why 
real estate agents need to respond to clients in a timely and professional manner. 
When a potential client has a question or concern, be accessible and connect with 
them. It doesn’t always require a considerable time investment. It’s better to offer a 
short response than none at all.

Additionally, successful realtors do more than just post their listings online and 
hope that their phones will ring. Sure, you might get a few callers and close a few 
deals this way. But, the best realtors network. They get referrals from friends, family, 
and business partners. 

Then, they go out to socialize with potential clients or valuable referrers. They don’t 
think of how much they’ll profit from each interaction because they’re in it for the 
long run. 
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Develop your listening skills.

Listening is the most obvious yet often overlooked skill in customer service. 
Think about it: How do you address the needs of a client when you don’t fully 
understand what those needs are? Knowing what is expected and appreciated is 
crucial to providing top-notch customer service.

In customer service, listening involves more than hearing out what clients are 
saying. It involves creating a clear picture of what they want — at the same time, 
considering both their obvious as well as their underlying needs.

As you listen to your clients, you tend to come up with follow-up questions. Asking 
those questions and listening to the answers are useful in getting a clearer 
understanding of them. Additionally, it lets your clients feel heard and cared for. 
It lets them feel that they matter to you. When faced with a choice between two 
agents, clients tend to go for the one they feel understands them most.



As the real estate industry continues 
to bounce back from the housing 
bubble, one thing will definitely hold 
true: To stand out and succeed, a real 
estate agent needs to provide top-
notch customer service through 
professionalism, friendliness, excellent 
communication, relationship-building, 
and listening.

Phone: 800-645-2616
Email: sales@answerfirst.com
Web: answerfirst.com

Are you a realtor who needs help providing superior customer service?

AnswerFirst provides customer service solutions to thousands of clients around the 
globe. We specialize in working with real estate agents to provide superior customer 
service experiences to both potential and existing clients. 

Never miss another important call or email! Even better, make sure all your inquiries 
are handled properly to give each and every caller a positive interaction with your 
business.

CONCLUSION

Contact 
ANSWERFIRST 
Now
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